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OUT OF THE BOX

SYSTEMATIC RETURNABLE LOGISTICS
comepack is your professional partner in return logistics, container management, container management software, cleaning of small and large load carriers and pooling solutions.
The Polish branch of comepack is located in Rybnik. The strategic location allows us to easily meet the
operational expectations of our clients.

POOLING
Save valuable resources – we will take care of sorting, storage
& picking. Your reusable container are available to be called up
flexibly and on short notice in our service centers at all times.
We can also „pool“ your own empties. Call them up from our
service centers cleaned or uncleaned on demand and return
them to storage there.

CLEANING
Our modern and environmentally-compatible cleaning facilities
are the latest state of the art and specifically aligned with the
cleaning of containers for small load carriers, trays and plastic
pallets. Dust, grease, oil and other contamination is removed
without residues. Pre-wash, main wash, drying and cleaning
agents are adjusted to every single customer’s needs.

INTENSIVE CLEANING
Intensive cleaning prepares particularly badly contaminated
load carriers for machine washing in the automatic container
washing facility. Labels and stubborn dirt are manually removed from small load carriers, trays, lids and plastic pallets.
Large load carriers are usually treated with high pressure and
steam cleaners.

REPAIR
Although plastic pallets and large load carriers are expensive,
they are not exactly treated with kid gloves in logistics. Damage is a matter of time. Carriers often need to be sorted out
and replaced. Our service centers offer a different option: Our
repair techniques cover up to 70% of the damage patterns in
such high quality that the carriers barely lose capacity. At the
same time, repairs are up to 90% more cost-efficient than a
new purchase.

